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A FEW WORDS

Western Odisha constituting undivided Kalahandi, Bolangir, Sambalur and Keonjhar is known
worldwide for high level of poverty, high IMR and high health hazards. Starvation deaths, distress
migration, child sale etc. are some of the features commonly occurring in these areas. The extremity
of the degree and implications of poverty is experienced by the situation that forces the people to
live within a constant state of impoverishment, in circumstances where their most basic human
rights need to be rethought.

Among the factors, lack of sustained growth in the primary sector, particularly in agriculture,
instability of the food grain market in terms of access and price, and lack of basic infrastructure are
responsible for underdevelopment and high level of poverty. Despite, agriculture being the mainstay
of the population in the region, it has not enabled people to pursue a gainful livelihood. Again, since
last  few years  these districts have been witnessing recurring  flash floods , droughts and famine
situations the brunt of which are mostly borne by the landless, tribals and other backward and
landless. It is they who form the stream of distressed migrants and seasonal migrant population of
the region. These regions are also a home to more chronically food insecurity situation and around
two-third households of the total face food insecurity for around nine months in a year.

As per the Dr.Meher’s Report the larger percentages of seasonal migrant households in the
sample are scheduled tribes (36.55%) and scheduled castes (34.54%). Next to them, 26.10 per cent
of the migrant households are from other backward classes (OBC). The average size of holding is
very small. It is only 1.66 acres. The majority of the land owning families is marginal farmers
owning less than 2 acres of land.

Project Goal
By implementing the project, the goal that has been set lies in

minimizing adverse impacts of distress migration on lives and
livelihood by empowering the migrants to exercise their rights, avail
entitlements and pursue safe and protected migration with enhanced
skills.

The goal will be fulfilled through addressing the programme
needs and these needs have been characterized through programme
objectives as under:

· Accelerating safe migration initiatives at Community/GP/
Block level through registration, enrollment for identity card and
ensuring access to information of migrants

· Accelerating Life skill developments initiatives for dropouts/
youths to enhance employability and for better economic gain.

· Ensuring Collective of migrants to get their voices relating to entitlements/rights at source
and destination heard.

· Converging with GO-NGO-CBO-PRIs- institutions and think-tanks for logical advocacy and
mainstream inclusion /ISMA.

· Promoting ultra-poor inclusion through promotion of micro- entrepreneurship skill and
collectivization

Pradeep Mohapatra
Secretary
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This financial year we implemented following projects:

Migration Project in Bolangiri district supported by SDTT

Diversion Based Irrigation in Nayagarh supported by Jamsetji Tata Trust

Training convergence with VYK

Water Backpack distribution supported by Balmer Lawrie

International Water Day celebration
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Achievements:

 2066 Identity card issued and distributed to Migrant in both the  Block.

 145 Village level Migration Labor meeting conducted.

 7 Shramik Mitra Meeting organized in both the Block with 180 participants.

 44 GPs well informed about the project goal and activities of 2 Blocks(All the Sarapanchs).

 2 BDOs and Sub collector well informed about the goal, objective and different dimension
of the Project.

 DLO well informed about the goal and objective of the program.

 02  Block level PRIs Orientation Program   organized and 130 participants were
participated.

 01 Block level Community Health Awareness Program was organized where 5000
participated. This programme was a convergence programme with Balmer Lawrie for
water back pack distribution.

 02 Block level Footfall registered 676.

 Under family support SHGs Meeting organized.

 02 Block level 3SK center  and 4 community level Sahayata Kendras are operating.

 99 trainees trained and 38 engaged as per their training trade, in trades like driving;
mobile repairing and house wiring.

 19 trainees got trained while in Electricals, Plumbing, Masonry and Mobile repairing 20
each got trained.

 4 Diversion based irrigation system made operational in Nayagarh district.

 Community ownership and management ensured for these DBI sites.
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CAPACITY BUILDING AND ADVOCACY PROGRAMME

Village Level –Shramik Mitra Meeting
Meetings Organized in both the Blocks for Shramik Mitra. The objective was to orient the

Shramik Mitra how to identify migrant worker, Collect such information, Contact office, help
open channel to assist migrants in distress, creating awareness in families about government
schemes and other activities when required.   2 Shramik Mitra meetings held at Sindhekala
location and 2 village level Shramik Mitra meetings held at Jhalap GP and Jharial GP. In
Titlagarh 2 such meetings were held centrally. 77 participants participated.

Folk media campaign
10 nos of folk media campaigns in existing 10 GPs each held

in Bangomunda location and Titilagarh location. The campaign
was conducted to spread programme message about safe
migration and other issues like health, MGNREGA, education
and etc concerning the migrant households. The campaign was
facilitated in every GP beyond these 20 GPs. Total coverage is
44 GPs in both the blocks.

Labour meeting

65 such meetings are held regularly for different activities.

Wall painting

10 nos of wall paintings in each block completed in as many GPs describing programme
objective in migration tree.

Block level workshop

Block level workshop was organized in Sindhekala
location where as many as 42 participants participated
in the workshop. APO, Sarpanches from 3 GPs and
migrants attended the workshop. The workshop dealt
with opportunities for migrants, what is being now
provisioned through trainings by Migration project,
engagement potential, scope and opportunity for the
trainees. The workshop was held on 26.04.14.

Block level workshop at Titlagarh was held on
05.03.2014 and 67 participants participated.
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Avagat Shibir and District level Workshop

Avagat Shibir was designed as part of convergence programme with DLO for registration
of construction workers under Construction Welfare Board. DLO, BDO, Sarpanch and GPO
attended the Shibir. Construction worker, trainees from trades like driving, mobile repairing,
electrician and masonry attended the meeting. Besides, the Shibir giving them programme
orientation and programme objective, could provide meeting counseling for job opportunities
to the trainees. Also in the meeting there was a distribution of registration cards for the members
in Construction Welfare Board. 544 participants attended the meeting. The Shibir was held on
04.03.2014 and 05.03.2014. Government officials also touched upon various schemes and
provisions existing for migrant workers and their families as well as general welfare schemes.

Financial inclusion for ultra poor migrant family

This programme was organized to infuse
participants with knowledge regarding financial
activities they need to be familiar with so that their
financial activities will not be burdensome on that
account. The functionaries of LIC, SBI, Gramya Bank,
APO and PRIs also attended the meeting. The bank
officials dealt with the advantage of Savings account,
how to open, how to transact, minimum balance,
remittances, schematic linkage and other provisions.
The Insurance people dealt with various provisions and
schemes like :Aam Admi Bima Yojana”, Jan Shree Bima”, Rashtriya Swasthya Yojana and
etc. In matter of provisions they could deal with topics as premium amount, policy period,
expiry, claim process and etc. The programme was held on 21.02.2014 at
Sindhekala(51participants) and on 01.03.2014 it was held at Titlagarh(60 participants)..

Legal Aid workshop

Legal Aid workshop was organized on 16.11.2013 at Sindhekala location. APO, advocate
and 10 PRI functionaries and ward members and migrants attended the workshop. A total of
49 participants attended the workshop. The workshop dealt with migration law, how to file a
legal case, how to collect appropriate evidence, how to put up application and the other schemes
relating to migrant workers were discussed. On 20.11.2013 it was held at Titlagarh with 58
participants.

Skill Development programme for youth

Youths were identified and given skill enhanced trainings. 99 youths in 5 trades; driving,
mobile repairing, electrician, plumbing and masonry were trained. One trainee in driving took
training but could not go to RTO office for certification.
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The following activities were designed and processes
followed for implementation of the training programmes.
The activities included trainee identification. Identification
was based on family visits and identification of drop outs.
Once identification was made on the basis of pre
formulation of criterias, sharing of the idea and concept
among participants happen before the actual training. The
detailed process is as follows:

Diversion Based Irrigation

Objective

Constructing community based micro-diversion gravity flow irrigation Infrastructures
in 4 a- risk villages and ensuring

·Protection of catchments thru intensive conservation practices (mechanical, technical &
biological measures with social measures) based on local available resources with minimal
external inputs.

·Adoption of appropriate measures on soil and water conservation

·Restoring traditional land and water harvesting/management systems and creating new
ones where required.
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PROJECT MANAGER AT WORK RESOURCE PERSON ADVICE
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Child Centered Community Health, Sanitation and Nutrition and Environmental Educa-
tion Campaign

Livelihoods resilience without involvement of Children, women and youth is not possible.
Considering these aspect as one of neglected areas UDYAMA started Child Centered actions
and initiatives at various places to demonstrate on personal hygiene, basic sanitation and
environment education as part of community resilience and development process. Poster
presentation, live demonstration and sensitize meetings were organised involving represen-
tatives of  local Sarapancha, Ward Member, ASHA worker, representative of ICDS, Anganwadi,
GRS, and ANM and School teachers. Community leaders, Women groups and local teachers
also took active part in carrying this message well.
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Observance on World water Days , Campaign for Sanitation & hygiene
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Water pack Back in water stress areas
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This year emphasis was given on use of safe water. For the purpose, in convergence with
Balmer Lawrie, water bags were distributed in chronic water scarce areas. Hence, On the
26th December 2013, a demonstration was held regarding the use of the bag, how to carry,
its effect, cleaning of the bag and use of the tap and other provisions.

This created scope for Community people to adopt this new technology.

DISTRIBUTION EVENT

For the distribution of such bags events were organized. Women SHG members and the
PRI members participated in program.  The main focus was how to get water and keep it
fresh and safe for every individual in the community and house hold. The distribution was
held from dated 11.12.14 to 22.12.14. 5000 bags were distributed in 2 blocks, Bangomunda
and Titlagarh in the district of Bolangir.






















